
RFGH Rehab & Fitness Pool Reopens August 3
RFGH Rehab & Fitness is excited to announce that our pool facility is re-opening Monday, 
August 3rd!  After nearly four months of significant renovations and following the State of 
Maine’s approval for public access pools to re-open, we’ve developed a COVID-19 operating 
plan that is consistent with Maine CDC guidelines and what we believe utilizes current best 
practices for swimming facilities during this coronavirus pandemic. 

Some key aspects for everyone to understand and follow when returning to our pools:

1. Public (non-PT therapy) access will require everyone to make visit reservations by calling 
(207) 858-8855 (or 474-7000).   Please don’t just drop in.  Rather, give us a call and we will 
be happy to confirm your visit options and answer questions regarding classes, swim times, 
precautions etc... 

2. All visitors will be required to read and sign a COVID-19 specific Risk and Liability Waiver, 
as well as provide their own cloth mask (recommended for humid environments), and 
remain masked when not directly in the water.  

3. Visitors will NOT MASK when in the water….as it is not effective and problematic when 
damp or wet.

4. Aquatic classes will be limited in size and scope – maintaining 14-foot social distancing for 
higher level aerobic exercise; 6-foot distancing for low level therapeutics. 

5. While our locker rooms and showers have been completely overhauled and expanded, 
currently, we will be limiting access to only three people at a time so as to allow appropriate 
social distancing. 

Please visit: www.rfgh.net/services/rehab-and-fitness-services.xhtml to view our August fitness 
class schedule. You can also view and print our COVID-19 specific waiver.

While certainly more limited these days, our aim at this time is to keep community access to 
the pools viable given the many challenges with COVID-19.  Undoubtedly, to make this work, it 
will require everyone’s cooperation when they visit.  We thank you in advance for your patience 
and understanding. See you soon!

--The Rehab & Fitness Team

http://www.rfgh.net
http://www.rfgh.net/services/rehab-and-fitness-services.xhtml

